Recent scholarship on election violence has revealed how different national-level economic, institutional, and contextual factors increase a country’s risk for violence during elections. To be sure, these studies have yielded valuable insights into cross-country variation in election violence. Yet, like other forms of political violence, election violence is not spread evenly across a country, but is concentrated and reoccurs in specific localities within countries. For example,
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Despite having the same electoral institutions, some areas of a country are peaceful after election results are announced, whereas others are marred by postelection riots.\textsuperscript{3} Where interparty competition is high in national elections, political parties intimidate voters in some regions, but not others.\textsuperscript{4} Voters engage in deadly clashes in certain districts, but not elsewhere, despite shared national historical legacies.\textsuperscript{5} Because the economic, institutional, and contextual risk factors studied in previous work are constant across subnational units, they cannot explain within-country variation. To understand where, how, and why election violence is organized, attention to local politics is essential. This article helps to advance current scholarly understanding of subnational variation in election violence by asking: Under what conditions do local political elites recruit nonstate groups to carry out preelection violence on their behalf?\textsuperscript{6}

To answer this question, I study elite recruitment of popular reformist groups during gubernatorial elections in Nigeria. In countries such as Nigeria,
where incumbents hold a significant electoral advantage because they enjoy outsized resources, elite politics within the ruling party is essential to understanding the competitiveness of elections and therefore the incentives to engage in violence. I find that when governors and local party elites—often called “godfathers” in Nigeria—are in conflict, gubernatorial elections become intensely competitive, creating strong incentives to recruit popular reformist groups for preelection violence, echoing previous findings on the relationship between violence and the competitiveness of elections.\(^7\) Elites recruit popular reformist groups to carry out targeted assassinations, disrupt their opponents’ campaign rallies, and intimidate opposition supporters and poll workers in the months leading up to and on election day. Additionally, elites turn to these groups because of their broad base of support and ability to mobilize voters. Conversely, when elites in the local ruling party are aligned, gubernatorial elections are uncompetitive, and the outcome is decided well in advance. In this scenario, there is little incentive to engage in the costly project of recruiting popular reformist groups for preelection violence, as doing so could signal weakness and create future security threats.

There is a history of popular reformist groups in the Niger Delta region and northern Nigeria.\(^8\) The Ijaw Youth Council (IYC) was a prominent actor in the movement for resource control and regional autonomy in the Niger Delta in the late 1990s and early 2000s. The 1999 gubernatorial election in Rivers State, though heavily manipulated, was peaceful. In contrast, the 2003 election was marred by preelection violence carried out by the IYC. In early 2001, the alliance between the governor and the godfather in the local ruling party collapsed, and conflict continued over the next two and a half years. Leading up to the 2003 election, both individuals tried to recruit the IYC. The governor prevailed, and IYC members organized preelection violence in support, helping to secure his re-election. Prior to becoming an insurgent organization, Boko Haram was a local actor in a grassroots movement advocating the adoption of sharia in northern Nigeria.\(^9\) During the 2003 gubernatorial election in Borno

\(^7\) Acemoglu, Robinson, and Santos, “The Monopoly of Violence”; and Wilkinson, Votes and Violence.


\(^9\) Broadly, sharia is set of Koran-based principles for living an Islamic life. For a broader discussion, see Asifa Quraishi-Landes, “Five Myths About Sharia,” Washington Post, June 24, 2016, https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/five-myths-about-sharia/2016/06/24/7e3efb7a-31ef-11e6-8758-d58e76e1b12_story.html. In contemporary northern Nigeria, sharia politics refers to applying Islamic principles to criminal and civil cases. For a more in-depth discussion, see
State, the governor and the godfather competed for Boko Haram’s support. The local godfather’s recruitment efforts proved successful, and he convinced Mohammad Yusuf, Boko Haram’s founder, to mobilize voters and have his followers carry out preelection violence on his behalf. In the 2007 election, the godfather—and now governor—facing an all but certain re-election, did not turn to Boko Haram for election violence. The comparison of elite recruitment efforts during different elections in each state yields most similar cases that allow me to inductively build my argument while holding constant rival explanations. The comparison of Rivers and Borno States focuses on most different cases, demonstrating the power of the argument in different contexts.10

In addition to explaining subnational variation in preelection violence, the article makes two other contributions to scholarship on political order and violence. The theory and evidence highlight the consequences of competition within the ruling party for election violence, whereas previous work has largely paid attention to interparty competition to explain violence during elections.11 In Africa, 50 percent of elections since 1990 have turned violent, yet interparty competition is low in many countries because incumbents have significant resources and authority that allow them to skew the electoral playing field heavily in their favor, undermine opposition parties, and remain in power.12 Competition is not eliminated, however; instead, it takes place largely within the ruling party.13 Recent work from sub-Saharan Africa finds that intraparty violence makes up 20 percent of overall election violence and occurs in ruling and opposition parties alike, but is more common in the former.14 Internal ruling party politics, therefore, is important for understanding election violence and intimidation in many countries in Africa and beyond, but is


underexplored in the existing literature. The article helps address this gap by showing how local ruling party politics create incentives for local elites to recruit nonstate actors for preelection violence.

Lastly, the article speaks to broader questions about the relationship between political order and violence. Although the IYC and Boko Haram had radically different political agendas, both began as nonviolent movements, condemned patronage politics, called for transparency and accountability, and gained popular support in their early years. Yet, the very political practices that these groups railed against—and laid fertile ground for their emergence and initial support—also incentivized political elites to recruit and arm them for preelection violence.15 The theory and evidence reveal how the dynamics of personal rule in Nigeria produced both the supply for election violence—popular reformist groups—and elite demand for election violence. In doing so, the article advances scholarship on the relationship between political order and violence.16

The remainder of the article proceeds as follows. After providing some background on Nigerian politics and a discussion of likely scope conditions, the article lays out my argument about how the breakdown of elite alliances in the local ruling party creates incentives to recruit popular reformist groups for preelection violence and voter mobilization. Next, the article explains the case selection strategy, operationalization of key variables, and qualitative data used to inductively develop the argument. The IYC case study shows how elite alignment in the local ruling party led to a peaceful gubernatorial election in 1999, whereas elite conflict marred the 2003 gubernatorial election. In Borno State, the 2003 gubernatorial election turned violent because of the collapse of elite alliances within the local ruling party. In contrast, the 2007 election was peaceful thanks to elite alignment. The conclusion discusses the article’s contributions and limitations, avenues for future research, and the findings’ policy implications.

Scope Conditions

Nigeria is Africa’s most populous country and biggest economy, and it has a recent history of violent elections.17 Popular reformist groups that pursue insti-

tutional or policy changes in reaction to poor governance, state violence, and limited accountability are also common. An overview of the country’s politics suggests that regime type and the nature of political authority are important scope conditions of my argument. Since the 1999 transition, Nigeria has had a competitive authoritarian regime, where winning multiparty elections is the pathway to power, but incumbents use the authority and resources of their office to give themselves an electoral advantage. Incumbents in Nigeria manipulate formal institutions, including election management bodies, the courts, and anti-corruption authorities, to tilt the electoral playing field in their favor and handicap the opposition. The ruling party uses public funds to finance its campaign, buy votes, and co-opt opposition leaders. Those in power are unable to render elections a mere façade, however, or do away with them entirely. Opposition parties remain legalized; ruling and opposition parties invest resources in mobilizing voters; and elections are not meaningless, even if not free and fair. Although the playing field is heavily skewed, opposition parties still stand a chance of winning, as in 2015 when the ruling People’s Democratic Party (PDP) was defeated after sixteen years in power.

Nigerian governors have significant power and resources to build an extensive clientele that allows them to personalize control over formal institutions.
and mobilize voters during elections, making them “provincial chiefs in a de-
centralized patrimonial order.”24 Governors appoint a cabinet, special assis-
tants, advisers, senior civil servants (known as “permanent secretaries”), state
judges, and board members of commissions, agencies, and parastatals. Their
control over state election management bodies, which oversee local govern-
ment elections, gives them a tight grip on local politics.25 Governors also have
wide control over state budgets. Most infamously, they enjoy what is known as
a “security vote,” a budget item they spend with little transparency or ac-
countability.26 State governments also enjoy constitutionally mandated fiscal
transfers from the federal government, and rising oil prices in the 2000s—the
main source of government revenue—have endowed governors with budgets
that rival those of neighboring countries.27

The office of governor is highly sought after, and enormous sums of money
are poured into gubernatorial campaigns.28 While some aspirants rely on their
personal wealth, others must find powerful and influential sponsors from
party elites, commonly referred to as “godfathers” in Nigeria and elsewhere in
West Africa.29 In the Nigerian context, godfathers are midlevel power brokers,
positioned between the federal center and the state level. Their influence stems
from their immense personal wealth, extensive patronage networks, and con-
nections to the national party leadership. They occupy influential positions in
the internal party hierarchy, such as state or regional party chairman, and their
support is generally needed to win state and local elections.30 In exchange for
their support, those who aspire to the governorship make preelection promises
granting godfathers postelection control over political appointments, civil
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service jobs, the state budget, and government contracts. These agreements are regularly acknowledged publicly and, in some cases, put in writing. Godfathers make such demands to further entrench their political authority, enrich themselves, and, most importantly, keep governors under their control. Once in office, however, governors often renege on pre-election promises to build their own network of dependents, consolidate power, and dislodge godfathers and eliminate their influence over them.

Competitive authoritarianism relaxes constraints on elites to organize election violence, and personal rule creates strong incentives to do so. Where elites are reined in by the rule of law and the costs of organizing violence (even behind the scenes) are high—including removal from office, prosecution, and imprisonment—they are unlikely to turn to violence to try to win elections. In contexts characterized by personal rule, competitive elections become do-or-die affairs, because defeat means losing access to state patronage and authority, both of which are essential to building a clientele that constitutes elites’ powerbase. Where access to elected office is determined by transparent rules that are regularly and impartially enforced by political parties, the courts, election management bodies, and other institutions, there is less incentive to engage in violence because politicians can count on fair opportunities in the future to compete for office. A recent report finds that a global wave of “autocratization” is accelerating, where those in power increasingly personalize control over formal institutions to create an uneven electoral playing field. Approximately 34 percent of the world’s population, or 2.6 billion people, live in countries that are becoming less democratic and moving closer to competitive authoritarianism. At the same time, protests and reformist social movements against “strong man” rule and shrinking democratic space are on the rise. This global trend suggests that Nigeria is not unique, but representative of a larger population of countries.
Ruling Party Politics and Preelection Violence

Political elites’ primary goal is to win elections, which in turn shapes their cost-benefit calculations in recruiting popular reformist groups for preelection violence.38 Although some seek to win elections themselves (e.g., governors), others (e.g., party elites such as godfathers in Nigeria) work to put others into elected office to ensure their access to state patronage. Personal rule has direct implications for how elites win elections, specifically, building a clientele to personalize control over formal institutions that in turn allows elites to tightly control the electoral process and mobilize voters.39 Local bureaucracies staffed with members of the clientele deny permits to hold campaign rallies to opposition parties and intraparty rivals; journalists working for state media ensure biased news coverage; anti-corruption authorities selectively target their patron’s rivals; judges regularly rule in their patron’s favor in election cases; and clients in the party machinery ensure that nominations and primaries are manipulated to advance their patron’s preferred candidates as well as distribute cash and goods to mobilize voters.40 Investing significant resources in voter mobilization is also critical to winning elections.41 If a clientele is essential to elites’ power and their ability to win elections, it follows that elite competition will heavily revolve around maintaining one’s clientele and undermining a competitor’s.42 Additionally, the fact that clients cultivate ties with multiple patrons, given that these relationships are pathways to scarce economic and political opportunities and resources, introduces instability into the politics of personal rule.43 As argued by Philip Roessler, “Maintaining loyalty . . . is by
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no means guaranteed. . . . There is the risk that in this political marketplace the patron will be outbid or outmaneuvered by a rival . . . fracturing the network and undermining his power.”

To win elections, subnational elites also need to keep one eye on local politics and the other on the center. It is not only the potential for horizontal conflict—challenges within their province—that they must undermine to remain in power, but also the potential for conflict with the capital. Presidents have authority over state security agencies and can deploy the police and military against rivals in the periphery. They also dominate the national-level counterparts of the formal institutions that subnational elites seek to control, including election management bodies, the courts, and anti-corruption authorities, and can similarly turn the power and resources of these institutions against rival subnational elites. Subnational rivals are just as likely to be co-partisans of the president, if not more so, in dominant party systems. Intraparty factions are common in these contexts where competition largely takes place within, rather than between, parties. Building a local powerbase gives subnational elites greater leverage vis-à-vis the center and keeps the center out of local politics.48

When elites in the local ruling party are allied with one another and in agreement over the distribution of state patronage, elections are uncompetitive and the outcome is determined well in advance. Alignment does not necessarily mean an equal partnership in sharing control over state patronage and formal institutions; indeed, most elite alignments are asymmetrical in that one actor enjoys outsized authority and other elites can be thought of as aligned underneath him. A defining feature of alignment is noncompetition among elites—that is, they do not seek to dislodge one another from their current position, whether it be an elected office or a prominent political party position, such as regional chairman. When elites are aligned, there is little benefit to re-


47. LeVan, “Reciprocal Retaliation and Local Linkage”; and Reeder and Seeberg, “Fighting Your Friends?”
cruting popular reformist groups for preelection violence. First, elites—whether running for office themselves or simply being high-profile party figures—have an interest in holding peaceful elections. Peaceful elections (those in which manipulation still occurs, but are peaceful) advertise strength. Manipulating formal institutions to bias the electoral process signals authority, whereas repression communicates weakness. The ability to create an uneven playing field by manipulating local election management bodies to selectively enforce election rules and miscount the vote in local elections, exploiting the local party machinery to sidestep internal party rules, and using public funds to finance campaigns and buy votes, among other manipulation strategies, puts incumbents’ power on display. In contrast, the use of violence by those in power advertises weakness and helps galvanize opposition. Second, when elites are aligned and agree to the election outcome in advance, their clientele is not under threat, and they are able to easily mobilize voters on their own. Third, elites create future security threats by arming popular reformist groups over which they wield limited control. Weapons are rarely returned after the election; they typically remain in the hands of the perpetrators. By arming popular reformist groups for election violence, elites empower militant leaders and violence-prone members, giving them the capacity to pursue their political projects with violence and carry out sustained attacks. The group’s engagement in election violence may also attract new members willing to use violence and drive away those who reject violent tactics. Recruiting originally nonviolent groups for preelection violence significantly alters their trajectory and membership.

When ruling-party elite alliances over the distribution of state patronage collapse, elections become intensely competitive affairs. In contexts of personal rule, elite competition largely revolves around maintaining or stealing away a competitor’s clientele. Elites wrestle to install their clients in local election management bodies, the courts, and state agencies and commissions. They struggle over the awarding of government contracts, state budgets, and development projects. Party primaries become hotly contested, as elites fight to ensure that their clients receive the nomination for local elections and occupy key positions.

positions in the local party machinery. Elites also make strong appeals to voters and work to show they have greater resources than their rival. As elites struggle for control over these institutions and clientele, they are unable to tightly control the electoral process and elections become highly competitive. In this environment of electoral uncertainty where their political survival is at stake and defeat means permanent marginalization, elites have strong incentives to recruit popular reformist groups for pre-election violence.

First, reformist groups can be armed and funded to carry out political assassinations, violently disrupt campaign rallies, coerce and intimidate rivals' supporters, and harass election officials and poll workers leading up to and on election day, all while providing their elite sponsors with plausible deniability. While state security services can be used to perpetrate election violence, non-state actors are more appealing partners because they offer elites plausible deniability, helping them mitigate the reputational costs of repression.

In Africa, in particular, voters overwhelmingly demand free and fair elections. In the third round of the Afrobarometer, a pan-African organization that conducts public opinion research, 80 percent of people surveyed across eighteen countries agreed that the use of political violence is never justified. There is increasing evidence that voters punish politicians rumored to engage in election violence by withdrawing their support or not showing up to the polls. Given that elites' power stems directly from their supporters and clientele, voter backlash is a serious risk of pre-election violence, because it creates opportunities for rival elites to convince voters to shift their support.

59. Ibid.
Kleinfeld and Elena Barham write, nonstate “actors offer elites the benefits of retaining power while reducing the costs of international criticism and voter dissatisfaction incurred by state repression.” Recruiting popular reformist groups to violently disrupt elections allows elites to distance themselves from such acts while orchestrating violence from behind the scenes. Moreover, subnational elites do not have full control over the police, much less the military. The police, therefore, are often an unreliable partner for subnational elites in carrying out pre-election violence.

Second, elites turn to popular reformist groups to mobilize voters; in other words, they recruit these actors to use “carrots” as well as “sticks.” The leaders of popular reformist groups carry influence among local populations, and sit atop of organizations that can mobilize voters for campaign rallies, helping put a politician’s popularity on display and signal strength. Similarly, reformist group leaders can get voters to the polls and have group members “watch over” the voting process, effectively pressuring voters to cast a ballot for a particular party or candidate. Leaders also can endorse and campaign for their elite sponsors, using their ties and legitimacy with local communities to convince voters to support certain candidates. The next section discusses the case selection strategy, methods, and data used to support the argument presented here.

Most Similar and Most Different Cases in Nigeria

This article combines most similar and most different cases from Nigeria to inductively develop and offer evidence for my argument. A comparison of the

62. This is true of Nigeria where, constitutionally, governors are the chief security officers in their states and issue orders to local police forces, but the police are a federal institution and ultimately report to the president. See Campbell and Page, *Nigeria: What Everyone Needs to Know*, p. 140.
64. Magaloni, *Voting for Autocracy*, pp. 8–9.
behavior of governors and godfathers toward popular reformist groups across elections in the same state illustrates examples of most similar cases. These temporal comparisons provide a helpful context for studying the conditions under which subnational elites recruit local actors for pre-election violence while holding rival explanations constant. In Rivers State, the governor and godfather recruited the Ijaw Youth Council for pre-election violence in 2003 (the governor successfully), but neither individual sought the IYC’s support in 1999. In Borno State, Boko Haram was recruited by the governor and the godfather in 2003, but not in 2007. A comparison of the 1999 and 2003 elections in Rivers State yields one set of most similar cases; a comparison of the 2003 and 2007 elections in Borno State offers a second set.

By design, most similar cases hold constant alternative explanations.67 One rival argument is that when elites and local groups share a politically salient identity, they are more likely to organize election violence together. The logic is that where resources are distributed and representation is organized around identity, elites are more likely to recruit coethnics for election violence. Because of how identity shapes access to resources, politicians assume that coethnic groups have an incentive to put “one of their own” into elected office because these groups expect to be rewarded with state patronage afterward. In contrast, political elites perceive non-coethnic groups as having little reason to want to help them win elections, and so are unlikely to turn to them for election violence.68 The Nigerian Constitution recognizes indigenous citizenship and distributes access to government jobs, land, and scholarships according to indigenous identity.69 In Rivers State, neither the governor nor the godfather shared an indigenous identity with the IYC.70 In Borno state, the governor, the godfather, and Boko Haram’s leadership and many of its members identified with the Kanuri ethnic group.71

A second rival explanation for elite recruitment of nonstate groups for election violence comes from studies of South Asia that find that governments and armed groups are more likely to partner with one another when their political projects overlap, and they are more likely to view one another as enemies

67. Seawright and Gerring, “Case Selection Techniques in Case Study Research.”
when they do not (i.e., communist governments view Marxist militias as potential allies, whereas religious militias are considered enemies). Governors and godfathers may similarly be willing to recruit popular reformist groups for preelection violence when the group’s political projects do not challenge the Nigerian Constitution’s commitment to multiethnic, secular democracy. Conversely, groups with political agendas that reject multiethnic, secular democracy are more likely to be viewed as threats. In Rivers State, the IYC deployed the language of self-determination, democracy, and indigenious rights to press forward its agenda. In contrast, Boko Haram was a Salafi group, demanding a sharia state and rejecting multiethnic, secular democracy. Although for strategic reasons a number of northern governors endorsed establishing sharia criminal courts in the early 2000s in response to popular demands, many, including in Borno State, failed to follow through and, importantly, relied on the language of federalism and states’ rights—rather than religion—to justify their support.

A third rival explanation for when elites turn to nonstate groups for election violence is that subnational elites’ relationship to the national ruling party shapes their recruitment of popular reformist groups, though how is ambiguous. On the one hand, subnational elites who belong to the national ruling party may be more likely to recruit local groups for election violence because they assume that they will go unpunished given that their party is in power nationally. They expect their national-level co-partisans to turn a blind eye to election violence if it means keeping party control over the region or province. On the other hand, opposition elites may be more likely to turn to local groups for election violence in an effort to counter the superior resources of the national ruling party. The national ruling party can divert public funds to finance the campaigns of their local candidates, buy votes, use national-level institutions such as anti-corruption authorities to target opposition leaders, and exert their control over the police to maintain an electoral advantage.

Therefore, opposition elites may have greater incentive to engage in election violence to protect their strongholds. The most similar case selection strategy holds constant governors’ and godfathers’ relationship with the national ruling party. In Rivers State, the governor and the godfather were members of the national ruling party while their counterparts in Borno State belonged to an opposition party.

Table 1 summarizes the case selection strategy. The comparison of “Ijaw Youth Council, 1999” and “Ijaw Youth Council, 2003” is one set of most similar cases; “Boko Haram, 2003” and “Boko Haram, 2007” is a second. The comparison across states focuses on most different cases. The second, third, and fourth columns from the left show the rival explanations that the most similar cases hold constant; because they are constant across elections in each state, these factors do a poor job of explaining changes in elite recruitment over time. “Ethnicity” refers to whether the governor, the godfather, and the local group shared an indigenous identity. “Political Project” indicates whether the reformist group’s political project accepted or rejected secular, multiethnic democracy. “Political Party” refers to whether the governor and the godfather belonged to the national ruling party. The second to last column displays my argument. The last column, “outcome,” shows whether political elites tried to recruit the IYC or Boko Haram for preelection violence. Exhibiting similar elite behavior toward popular reformist groups in disparate contexts lends further support to the argument and speaks to questions about generalizability.

The outcome of interest is whether governors and godfathers recruited pop-

Table 1. Most Similar and Most Different Cases in Nigeria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Political Project</th>
<th>Political Party</th>
<th>Elite Politics</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ijaw Youth Council, 1999</td>
<td>non-coethnics</td>
<td>pro-constititution</td>
<td>ruling party</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>no recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ijaw Youth Council, 2003</td>
<td>non-coethnics</td>
<td>pro-constititution</td>
<td>ruling party</td>
<td>competition</td>
<td>recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boko Haram, 2003</td>
<td>coethnics</td>
<td>anti-constititution</td>
<td>opposition party</td>
<td>competition</td>
<td>recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boko Haram, 2007</td>
<td>coethnics</td>
<td>anti-constititution</td>
<td>opposition party</td>
<td>alignment</td>
<td>no recruitment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ular reformist groups for preelection violence. I code a case as “recruitment” when elites offer material resources to reformist group leaders, specifically money, weapons, vehicles, or lucrative positions in the state government. The assumption is that governors and godfathers expect preelection violence and voter mobilization in return. When elites do not offer at least one of these resources, I code the case as “no recruitment.”

“Godfatherism” is an openly discussed and prevalent feature of Nigerian party politics. Governor-godfather agreements over political appointments, government contracts, and control over state revenue are publicly spoken of, and sometimes put in writing.80 I look to these publicly acknowledged relationships as indicators of godfather-governor competition or alignment. When governors and godfathers do not seek to (1) upend these agreements and (2) dislodge each other from their current political position, I code the case as “alignment.” The observable implications of godfather-governor competition are (1) both actors publicly acknowledge an end to their godfather-godson relationship or a falling out, (2) fight to populate state-level institutions with their own clientele, and (3) fight to control state budgets and spending.

The dynamics I seek to observe are highly personal and involve mapping elites’ network of dependents—which clients are loyal to which patrons—in formal institutions as well as elites’ recruitment of reformist group leaders. Qualitative data offer key advantages here and help boost internal validity. Local newspaper accounts that follow godfather-governor preelection agreements; their struggles over political appointments; their influence over the state legislature, state budgets, and government contracts; local party politics; and efforts by governors and godfathers to ally with popular reformist groups are essential.81 I also use detail-rich histories, publications of local and international nongovernmental organizations, election observer reports, and semi-structured interviews to corroborate the sequence of events and observable implications of the argument. In-country interviews were conducted in 2011 in Jos, Plateau State; in 2013 in Abuja, the federal capital; and in May 2019 in Port Harcourt, Rivers State and in Nigeria’s largest city, Lagos. I interviewed a range of actors, including civil servants in state and federal election management bodies, state and federal legislators, civil-society activists, human rights

lawyers, journalists, local academics, ordinary voters, and original members of the IYC. Each interview was assigned a random, three-digit number to protect the identities of the interviewees.82

The Ijaw Youth Council

The IYC, founded in December 1998, was part of a larger social movement focused on resource control and self-determination in the Niger Delta.83 Its founding document, the Kaimama Declaration, condemned the decades-long oppression of the Ijaw people—the largest ethnic group in the Niger Delta region—claimed that the region’s resources belonged to the Ijaw and other indigenous groups, called for a Sovereign National Conference to restructure the federal system and weaken the powers of the federal government, and demanded the immediate withdrawal of multinational oil companies and the Nigerian military.84 Although these demands were far from new, the creation of the IYC “marked a watershed moment and became the vehicle through which a new generation of youth leaders took up the struggle.”85 Five hundred communities and twenty-five civil-society organizations adopted the Kaimama Declaration, signaling that “sentiments for greater resource control” were “deeply popular across all sectors of Niger Delta society.”86 In the IYC’s early years, former members recall hosting “mobile parliaments,” traveling across the region to spend several weeks in rural communities, dialogue with local leaders, and recruit members.87 The IYC also organized mass rallies, such...
as one in September 2000 that drew more than 5,000 participants, using the language of democracy and federalism to advocate its political project. 88

A long history of state violence, environmental damage, and severe under-provision of basic goods is important for understanding the IYC’s founding and initial popularity. 89 There is broad consensus among scholars that corruption, high-income inequality, military violence, and environmental destruction have spurred the creation of reformist groups such as the IYC and driven broad support for them. 90 One journalist explained that “jobless graduates have watched for years how Nigeria’s oil money is being taken to develop other parts of the country while modern infrastructures are nonexistent in their own communities. Their demands have remained consistent; greater percentage in the revenue allocation, development of infrastructural facilities, establishment of industries and environmental control among others.” 91

Next to a popular agenda, the IYC also had a charismatic leader in Asari Dokubo (hereafter, Asari). As the IYC’s first vice president, Asari led a militant faction willing to use violence, insisting that the nonviolent tactics of their predecessors had failed. 92 Repression of peaceful social movements has a history in the region; most notoriously, Ken Saro-Wiwa and other political activists mobilizing for similar demands were executed by the Nigerian military government in 1995. 93 Some IYC leaders insisted that the group should refrain from violence, as such tactics would undermine their support with domestic and international audiences. 94 Former members recall that disagreements over peaceful versus violent strategies eventually led to a deep divide, splitting the

IYC into two camps. In 2001, Asari became IYC president with the help of then Governor Peter Odili in a controversial election that former IYC members described as a violent takeover, described in greater detail below. Asari’s skillful use of the media, along with the IYC’s popular demands, did much to maintain, if not increase, the group’s following and influence. As described by scholars of the region, “Asari become something of a folk hero in the Niger Delta based on his charismatic nature, proclaimed political ideology (e.g., promoting Ijaw rights through demanding control over the Delta’s oil resources), and his ability to tap into widespread local grievances.”

THE 1999 ELECTION IN RIVERS STATE: ELITE ALIGNMENT

In Rivers State, as across Nigeria, the 1999 elections were peaceful, although there was clear evidence of widespread manipulation. The IYC leadership condemned election fraud, expressed skepticism of the incoming governors and president, and declared that it would “continue to mobilise our people for direct mass actions aimed at convoking the Sovereign National Conference and actualising self-determination and resource control.” There is no evidence that the IYC carried out election violence in 1999 or was recruited to do so by any politician. Significantly, former IYC members did not recall being approached by Governor Odili, his godfather, Chief Marshal Harry, or any other politician in 1999 to engage in violence or mobilize voters.

96. Three former IYC members recalled Asari’s forceful takeover of the IYC in the middle of 2001. Author interview, 937; author interview, 180; and author interview, 282. Asari’s takeover was described in local newspapers as well. See Oyadongha, “Ijaw Youths Vow to Resist Acts of Destabilisation.”
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The reason is that elite alignment rendered the 1999 gubernatorial election uncompetitive.

Odili, governor of Rivers State from 1999 to 2007, easily won the PDP primary in December 1998 and the gubernatorial election the following month. Key to these victories was the support of Harry.103 As Rivers State PDP chairman, Harry was integral to demobilizing Odili’s main competitor, Chief Sergeant Awuse. Another prominent political figure and former secretary of the defunct United Nigeria Congress Party, Awuse had spent years building his elite connections, patronage networks, and personal wealth, making him a serious contender in the PDP primary. Harry used his authority as state party chairman to disqualify Awuse, accusing him and his supporters of thuggery and intimidation. Awuse appealed the disqualification to the party leadership in Abuja, but was unable to match Harry’s political influence.104 Local observers speculated that Harry backed Odili over Awuse because Odili had less political experience, wealth, and weaker patronage networks, making him more dependent on Harry’s support and easier to control once in the governor’s office.105

Many observers commented that had it not been for Harry’s support, Odili would not have won the PDP nomination in 1998; Odili himself acknowledged Harry’s critical role as “godfather” and his tight grip on Rivers State’s politics and the party machinery.106 According to a local journalist, “Harry was the political kingmaker of the South-South. He played a key role in the 1998 PDP primaries in the state which Odili won. Sources said that but for Harry’s insistence, Odili would have lost the primaries. And having won the primaries, victory at the polls became easy because of the party’s structures on ground, which Harry also helped to build.”107 Awuse stepped aside after the...
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primary and did not contest the general election, making Odili’s only opponent Chief Eric B. Aso from the Alliance for Democracy (AD). Being a regional opposition party from the southwest, however, the AD had a weak presence and poor support in Rivers State. Many exclaimed at the time that “Aso has no chance.”

The 1999 gubernatorial election was an easy victory for the PDP. Harry’s extensive patronage networks and tight grip on the PDP party machinery all but guaranteed the outcome of the election, creating few incentives to take on the costs of recruiting and arming the IYC for election violence. Not only was there little sense in arming the IYC just to target a weak competitor—Chief Aso, the AD candidate—but violence would have suggested that Harry had a weak hold on the electoral process. Reflecting on the 1999 election, a local activist commented, “Who would Harry have sent thugs after anyways? We all knew it was going to be Odili, Harry made sure of that.” He added that “politicians only use thugs when they are weak.” A journalist expressed that the 1999 Rivers State’s gubernatorial race was a sham, albeit a peaceful one. One former IYC member explained that Odili’s victory was secured well in advance of Election Day and local politicians had no need to organize election violence. A scholar of Nigerian politics explained the risks of recruiting groups such as the IYC: “Politicians are playing with fire when they use thugs. You don’t know what these guys are going to do after the election. And now you have just given them weapons and money to do whatever they want.”

THE 2003 ELECTION IN RIVERS STATE: ELITE COMPETITION
In contrast to the 1999 gubernatorial election, the 2003 gubernatorial race in Rivers State was marred by significant violence. Reports from nongovernmental organizations document that Asari and the IYC were “the PDP’s primary instruments in using violence to rig the 2003 polls in Rivers,” and “worked on behalf of the state government . . . to intimidate voters, attack their sponsors’ opponents or rig the voting directly in favor of then-Governor Peter Odili.” Individuals interviewed by Human Rights Watch admit to engaging
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in violence and intimidation to secure the election for their sponsor, Governor Odili.115 At the time, Asari was immensely popular, and local politicians courted him both to obtain his endorsement and to organize election violence for them.116 Journalists observed that Asari “was the bride of the contending political forces in Rivers State . . . he became the most sought-after political thug in the Ijaw nation. As the leader of IYC, he wielded enormous influence.”117 Former IYC members claimed that both the governor and his ex-godfather tried to recruit the IYC for pre-election violence.118 One journalist recalled that each sought to partner with the IYC leading up to the 2003 election.119 The governor’s recruitment efforts ultimately proved successful, and he “spearhead a strategy of violent vote-rigging . . . with the help of Asari Dokubo” for his 2003 campaign.120

In an effort to recruit the IYC, Governor Odili backed Asari’s bid to become its president. With money, vehicles, and weapons from the governor, Asari ousted his predecessor in a controversial and violent election in July 2001.121 Commenting on Asari’s takeover, a local journalist noted that “his relationship with the PDP administration gave him the muscle and bones and the wherewithal to amass an impressive armory.”122 Former IYC members recall Asari arriving the day of the IYC presidential election with weapons and jeeps
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and declaring himself the new president through force and intimidation. In exchange, Asari helped the governor win re-election: “In 2001, with the financial support of the state government, Asari became president of the IYC and subsequently used this position to . . . recruit youths to help ensure Odili’s re-election in 2003.” In addition to carrying out pre-election violence, Asari was an outspoken supporter of the governor. He used his popularity and the IYC’s ties with local communities to convince voters to support the governor, insisting that the governor was an ardent supporter of the IYC and committed to its political agenda.

The collapse of the alliance between Governor Odili and Harry fractured the ruling party in Rivers State and rendered the 2003 election intensely competitive. In early 2001, divisions between the governor and the godfather began to emerge. Harry complained that the governor reneged on his pre-election promises, refusing to grant him state contracts and control over key appointments in the state government. On March 3, 2001, the PDP Rivers State Congress adopted the governor as the party’s gubernatorial candidate, in violation of party rules, which required a primary election. The godfather protested the party’s adoption of Odili in the absence of a primary and demanded that the national party leadership reject the nomination. However, President Olusegun Obasanjo, as leader of the PDP, backed the governor. After becoming national vice-chairman for the South-South Zone for the PDP, Harry began to campaign for a presidential nominee from the Niger Delta in 2003, publicly calling on Obasanjo to step down after his first term. Obasanjo refused to step aside, generating a rift between Harry and the president. Harry worked to build a coalition of southern PDP politicians to try to force Obasanjo
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not to contest in 2003 by denying him southern support. Harry’s efforts proved unsuccessful, and he later endorsed a candidate from an opposition party. Harry’s politicking, however, gave the president good reason to support the governor in the nomination dispute, and the national party leadership quickly accepted the state party congress’ “adoption” of the governor as the PDP candidate.129

Once it was clear that Odili would be the PDP nominee, Harry turned to Awuse, whom he disqualified in the 1999 PDP primary, and other prominent local politicians to form a coalition to defeat the governor in 2003. Harry founded the Rivers Democratic Movement (RDM) in April 2002 for the sole purpose of ensuring that Odili was a one-term governor.130 The RDM gathered strength as 2003 approached, adding powerful politicians, including the deputy speaker of the House of Representatives in the National Assembly, Prince Chibudom Nwuche from Rivers State.131 Journalists described how “campaigns for the office heightened recently after Governor Odili’s declaration for a second term. Eleven of the candidates in other political parties outside the ruling PDP have formed a coalition to ensure that Odili does not come back. The coalition is called Rivers Democratic Movement.”132

Odili had a narrow pathway to re-election, incentivizing him to use violence in an attempt to remain in power.133 On March 5, 2003, Harry was murdered in Abuja. The governor denied any involvement, and the police determined that
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Harry was killed by armed robbers. The RDM rejected the police’s conclusions, insisting that Harry’s role in mobilizing opposition against the governor, as well as his stance against Obasanjo’s second term, had made him a target. Harry’s assassination did not seem to improve the governor’s chances, however; days before the election, many observers insisted it was a tight race: “Governorship candidates of parties are also fighting hard to outdo each other in Rivers State. . . . The battle for supremacy is between two political parties, the PDP and the ANPP [All Nigerian People’s Party]. Even with his power of incumbency, Odili will find re-election an uphill task,” thanks to the opposition uniting under RDM. Others similarly commented on the competition: “But by far the biggest hurdle Odili would need to scale in 2003 is the threat of political war promised by his former political godfather, Chief Marshal Harry. Repeatedly, Harry had claimed that he installed Odili as governor but regretted that he had not been rewarded for his efforts. . . . For this and other reasons, Harry, who prides in playing the kingmaker role in Rivers politics, has sworn that Odili would not be re-elected by 2003.”

In this environment of intense competition, Governor Odili and Harry, his godfather, turned to the IYC for pre-election violence described at the start of this section. It was the governor, though, who won Asari’s support. Local observers considered Asari’s backing critical to the governor’s re-election: “Rather than exploring the means of ridding the society of the menace of secret cults, Rivers politicians decided to cultivate them for their own reprobate political ends. These cults . . . were largely responsible for the incumbent Governor, Dr. Peter Odili, scoring about 97 per cent of the vote, despite the obvious popularity of his closest rival, Sergeant Chidi Awuse of the All Nigerian People’s Party (ANPP).” When asked why the governor recruited the IYC in 2003, a former IYC member responded, “Harry and RDM was a real threat to Odili. Odili didn’t stand a chance and he knew this. Of course he armed those guys for violence to stay in power.”

Subsequent gubernatorial elections in Rivers State have remained intensely...
competitive and violent. In 2007 and 2011, elite competition in the PDP again motivated elites to recruit pro-resource control and pro-regional autonomy groups for preelection violence. Given the insurgency in the region and the proliferation of weapons in the region from 2004 to 2009, many of these actors had by then taken up arms but continued to enjoy a broad support base.140 The 2015 and 2019 elections were also competitive, as former PDP elites defected to form a new opposition party, the All Progressives Congress (APC). Both PDP and APC elites turned to militants for preelection violence. By then, however, the militants had amassed greater resources and developed their own interests in the electoral process.141

**Boko Haram**

In 1999, a grassroots movement to adopt sharia gathered momentum across northern Nigeria. Echoing earlier Islamic movements, religious leaders cast sharia as a solution to corruption, poverty, and state violence.142 Many Nigerians lack basic goods and access to essential services in the north; in Borno State, Boko Haram’s birthplace, 54.7 percent of the population do not have access to primary education, health care, or essential goods such as clean water and sanitation.143 Next to this extreme poverty, elites have built mansions in gated communities, drive expensive cars, and travel abroad for health care. This extreme inequality has put corruption on public display, generating mass frustration and anger with federal and state governments and creating a receptive audience for those offering political alternatives. Many religious
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leaders have blamed secular democracy for corruption and offered sharia as a solution to the country’s political and economic ills, promising accountability and moral leadership.\textsuperscript{144} Mass support for sharia grew rapidly, and pro-sharia rallies were held across the north in the 2000s. These rallies largely targeted state governments, pressuring governors to establish sharia courts and making sharia a major election issue in 2003.\textsuperscript{145} Scholars of northern Nigeria explained that “sharia’s popularity was rooted in the hope it might force Nigeria’s notoriously corrupt political class to address their demands for economic development, social justice, and political rights.”\textsuperscript{146}

Mohammed Yusuf was a local leader in the larger sharia movement. Prior to founding Boko Haram in 2002, Yusuf was a charismatic, up-and-coming cleric and leader of the youth wing, Shababul Islam (Islamic Youth Vanguard), of the Salafi group Ahl-Sunnah.\textsuperscript{147} By 2001, he had gained a sizable following among the urban poor in Borno’s state capital, Maiduguri, as well as migrants, religious students, and even a few of the city’s elite.\textsuperscript{148} After breaking with his mentor over doctrinal disagreements, in 2002 Yusuf founded Jama’atu Ahlus-Sunnah Lidda’ Awati Wal Jihad (the Association of the People of the Sunna for Proselytization and Armed Struggle) or, as it quickly became popularly known, Boko Haram.\textsuperscript{149} Yusuf established his own mosque and became “a very popular magnet for various disaffected youth, in search of an Islamic solution to the problems of life.”\textsuperscript{150} According to one report, “Youth had joined because they believed in the movement, and many joined after attending preachings led by Boko Haram members in Maiduguri. One male youth in
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Yobe described being drawn to the revolutionary aspect of Boko Haram. He said, ‘I thought it was a revolution to sanitize the system of government.’\textsuperscript{151} Although it is difficult to ascertain exact figures, scholars estimate that Yusuf had a core following of more than 500 people and a sympathetic audience of 10,000.\textsuperscript{152} According to Mercy Corps’ interviews with former members, about half reported that their communities were largely supportive of Yusuf and the sharia movement during the 2000s.\textsuperscript{153}

**THE 2003 ELECTION IN BORNO STATE: ELITE COMPETITION**

Both Governor Mala Kachalla and the local godfather, Ali Modu Sheriff, worked to recruit Mohammed Yusuf and his followers for preelection violence and voter mobilization during the 2003 gubernatorial election. Governor Kachalla first sought Yusuf’s support in 2001. There was mass demand for sharia in Borno State, as elsewhere in the north, and many governors sought to cast themselves as pro-sharia in an effort to court a largely Muslim electorate.\textsuperscript{154} In February 2001, the governor appointed Yusuf to a high-profile sharia implementation committee. The majority of committee members advised the governor to proceed slowly given the significant challenges of reconciling the proposed sharia courts with state and federal law and educating Borno’s residents on sharia itself.\textsuperscript{155} Yusuf disagreed not only with the committee’s recommendations, but also with their interpretation of religious texts and deference to the Nigerian Constitution. Disillusioned and frustrated, Yusuf resigned the government post after several months and became a vocal critic of Governor Kachalla.\textsuperscript{156}

Where the governor failed to win Yusuf’s support, the local godfather succeeded.\textsuperscript{157} Scholars of Boko Haram’s history note that “Ali Modu Sheriff not only ... recruited members of Yusuf’s group as thugs during his 2003 election campaign but also sought out Yusuf’s personal endorsement.”\textsuperscript{158} Brandon
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Kendhammer elaborates that, “during the contentious 2003 Borno State gubernatorial campaign, candidate Ali Modu Sheriff recruited Yusuf’s followers to participate in his campaign (primarily as thugs) in exchange for financial support and future cooperation, and following Sheriff’s victory, Buji Foi, a member of Yusuf’s circle, was appointed state Commissioner of Religious Affairs.” To defeat the incumbent governor—his former “godson”—Sheriff recruited Yusuf to deliver votes by persuasion or (the threat of) force, and in return, promised Yusuf control over sharia courts after the election. Other accounts corroborate this story, observing that “Sheriff courted Yusuf, providing a lucrative position in the state religious affairs ministry to one of the group’s most zealous members, a man named Buji Foi . . . through this, the group accessed state patronage directly.” Sheriff won a plurality in a three-man race with 46 percent of the vote and overwhelmingly in Maiduguri with a total of 145,620 votes, more than the combined totals of his two opponents.

Why did the governor and the local godfather compete for Boko Haram’s support during the 2003 election? The answer is that both faced strong incentives to court Yusuf and arm his followers for pre-election violence because they were in competition with each other for the governorship. Sheriff and Kachalla won their elections for federal senator and governor, respectively, in 1999. Both individuals were members of the ANPP, but Senator Sheriff was widely acknowledged as Borno’s godfather. He used his immense personal wealth to fund not only his campaign and those of several state legislators, but also Kachalla’s bid for governor. In return for Sheriff’s sponsorship in 1999, Kachalla promised not to seek re-election and to give Sheriff control over political appointments in the Borno State government as well as the state budget and government contracts. Once in office, Kachalla wielded wide political authority as governor and had access to state patronage and resources independent of his godfather, which he used to build his own power and clientele. The governor passed over Sheriff’s picks for political appointments and started to bring state bureaucracies under his control by installing his own clientele. He also made clear his intention to run for re-election early in his first

term. Such moves ignited fierce competition between the governor and the senator, making for a highly competitive gubernatorial race in 2003.164 This godfather-godson competition played out largely in the state legislature, bureaucracies, and the party machinery of the ANPP.

Shortly after assuming office, Kachalla submitted to the legislature for approval the names of five individuals to head state commissions: Women’s Affairs, Local Government, Tourism and Culture, Agriculture and Natural Resources, and Justice.165 The senator, having funded the campaigns of many state legislators, used his influence over the state assembly to block the governor’s nominees and deny them legislative approval. When the governor refused to replace his nominees with Sheriff’s, the legislature impeached the governor on charges of misconduct and misappropriation of state funds. The governor’s five nominees then withdrew their names, either on their own accord or under pressure from Sheriff.166

In retaliation for the impeachment, the governor directed the state’s election management body—staffed by his appointees who did not require legislative approval—to carry out recall initiatives against legislators loyal to Sheriff. These were attempts to reduce Sheriff’s influence over the legislature and pressure legislators into shifting their support to the governor.167 One journalist noted that Kachalla’s control of the Borno State election management body gave him an important advantage, and that his ability to threaten the legislators with recall initiatives “may sabotage the success of the contract allegedly entered into between the legislators and Senator Sheriff.”168

The fight between the governor and the godfather continued into the ANPP state party congress in June 2002. As in the legislature, Sheriff wielded wide influence over state party politics and convinced the state executive committee to refuse to support Kachalla’s re-election bid.169 At the end of the party congress, Sheriff made something of a victory speech, specifically calling out Kachalla and naming his loyal clients in the party: “He is on his own. You can find out the facts for yourself, you have seen me here, I am the ANPP
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Senate leader, here is the Speaker of Borno State House of Assembly. Here is the House of Representatives minority leader, all members of the House of Representatives and House of Assembly members all elected under the ANPP. Every chairman that has won election under this party, they are all here, what are we talking about? People should learn to recognize the facts. He is on his own,” referring to Kachalla. Journalists corroborated Sheriff’s analysis of the party congress: “Resplendent in an all white outfit, black shoes and hand knitted cap, Sheriff did not show signs of the tension welling up within the party. Sitting with him on the podium were all the elected office holders elected on ANPP’s platform. . . . It all seemed to be a parade of loyalty.”

Although Sheriff controlled the ANPP party machinery and state legislature, Kachalla possessed the advantage of incumbency, state patronage, and control over key institutions, such as the state election management body. The governor sought re-election as the Alliance for Democracy candidate. Kachalla and Sheriff were not the only gubernatorial candidates, however. There was also the PDP candidate, Ibrahim-Imam. While the ANPP was the ruling party in the state, the PDP was the national ruling party and, as such, had significant resources that it could pour into local campaigns. Moreover, Ibrahim-Imam enjoyed the support of Borno State’s traditional Muslim establishment. To win in 2003, Sheriff turned to Boko Haram, both for assistance with voter mobilization and for preelection violence and intimidation.

THE 2007 ELECTION IN BORNO STATE: ELITE ALIGNMENT

While Yusuf was a virulent critic of secular government from the beginning—even arguing that it was sinful for Muslims to take government jobs—he was clearly willing to work with politicians, first by serving on Governor Kachalla’s sharia implementation committee, campaigning and engaging in preelection violence for Sheriff in 2003, and then allowing one of his top lieutenants to serve in Sheriff’s government. The relationship between Yusuf
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and Governor Sheriff became increasingly strained after the 2003 election, however. Although he kept his promise to create a ministry of religious affairs, Governor Sheriff delayed implementing sharia law and establishing sharia courts. After repeated delays and growing frustration, Yusuf finally ordered Foi to resign his government post in 2007, marking the end of Yusuf’s partnership with the governor. As he moved further into his first term, the governor became careless in his relationship with Boko Haram and invested little effort in maintaining Yusuf’s support. Where he eagerly courted Yusuf’s endorsement in 2003, the governor no longer prioritized this partnership and ignored Yusuf’s repeated criticisms. The reason is that by his 2007 re-election campaign, Governor Sheriff dominated state politics, and local elites were aligned under him; a journalist explained that Sheriff “no longer had any use for Yusuf.” He had little incentive to maintain Yusuf’s support and thus let the alliance fall apart.

Governor Sheriff consolidated his control over the state government and local party politics during his first term (2003–07). While he had wide influence over the state legislature and party machinery as senator, he now had a firm grip on the executive branch as governor. There was also little chance of Kachalla making a comeback, as he was too ill to contest the 2007 elections; he died shortly thereafter. With the legislature, state bureaucracies, and party machinery in his hands, Governor Sheriff “won a smashing reelection” against his only opponent, PDP candidate Ibrahim-Imam, the same nominee from 2003. Along with tightening his grip over key institutions, there was widespread speculation that the governor made a secret deal with President Obasanjo that the PDP would not mount a serious challenge in 2007 and would restrict resources to their gubernatorial candidate. According to Alexander Thurston, “Despite Sheriff’s continued membership in the ANPP, he cultivated ties with President Obasanjo in the lead-up to the election,” helping to undermine local PDP candidates. The governor had “become a political institution in the
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state” and stood at the “helm of affairs of Borno.” Closer observers noted the absence of a serious opposition in Borno State. Journalists claimed that in “Borno politics . . . everything revolves around Sheriff” and that “politics in Borno State is all about loyalty to the governor.”

Thus, as Thurston summarizes, “Sheriff’s strategy in 2007 differed from his 2003 campaign. As a challenger in 2003, he wanted the support of radicals such as Yusuf. As an incumbent governor four years later, it was the machinery of the party and the relationship with Abuja that counted, along with the powers of incumbency.” While there was significant violence surrounding the Boko Haram insurgency from 2009 onward, which led Nigeria’s national election management body to delay the 2015 elections by six weeks, there was limited violence organized by elites before the 2011, 2015, and 2019 elections. The ANPP, which joined the APC after 2011, continued to dominate state politics, and Sheriff’s successors and other party elites remained aligned with one another.

Conclusion

This article offered a theory and evidence of when local political elites recruit popular reformist groups for preelection violence. I argued that when elite alliances within the local ruling party collapse, gubernatorial elections become highly competitive. Under these conditions, elites have strong incentives to recruit popular reformist groups for preelection violence and to mobilize voters. Conversely, when local ruling party elites are aligned, the election outcome is agreed to well in advance. In this scenario, there is little incentive to engage in the costly project of recruiting popular reformist groups for preelection violence, as doing so could not only signal weakness, but also create future security challenges.
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The article makes three contributions to scholarship on political order and violence. First, a rapidly growing literature on election violence has focused on national-level economic, institutional, and contextual risk factors. To be sure, these studies have yielded important insights. Yet, as with other forms of political violence, election violence is not spread evenly across a country; rather, it is concentrated in specific localities within countries. Close attention to local politics is essential to understanding the conditions under which election violence is organized and carried out. The article contributes to a small but growing body of work that studies subnational variation in election violence by explaining local elite decisions to outsource preelection violence to nonstate actors, specifically popular reformist groups.

Second, existing scholarship on election violence focuses heavily on interparty competition, overlooking intraparty competition as a driver of election violence. Where the ruling party holds an outsized advantage because of its superior resources and ability to create an uneven playing field, intraparty dynamics are essential for understanding where and why election violence is organized. The article’s second contribution to the election violence literature is in offering an explanation of how elite alliances and conflict with the local ruling party over state patronage create incentives to recruit popular reformist groups for preelection violence. In doing so, it calls for greater attention to intraparty politics among scholars and the policy community.

Third, the article contributes to a broader literature on the relationship between political order and violence in revealing how the dynamics of personal rule generate the supply for election violence in the form of groups that call for political reforms as well as elite demand for preelection violence. The Ijaw Youth Council and Boko Haram, though with radically different political agendas, similarly began as nonviolent movements, condemned corruption and state violence, and developed mass followings. The formation of these groups, like other reformist movements in Nigeria and elsewhere in Africa, is a reaction to poor governance and insecurity, and articulate popular demands for political reforms. The same dynamics of personal rule that generate popular
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reformist groups, however, also create elite demand for pre-election violence.\textsuperscript{194} Thus, the underlying political order is closely connected to the organization and production of pre-election violence.\textsuperscript{195}

The article’s limitations point to a number of avenues for future research. One is generalizability: Does the argument developed here shed light on elite recruitment of non-state actors for election violence elsewhere? The most different cases examined in the article provide initial evidence of the strength of the argument in places with different ethnic politics, reformist group political projects, and elite membership in the national ruling party. A few cursory examples suggest its utility elsewhere. In southwestern Nigeria, the O’odua People’s Congress, a grassroots movement that advocates for self-determination for the Yoruba, has been connected to intraparty elite conflict and pre-election violence.\textsuperscript{196} A governor in southeastern Nigeria recruited the Bakassi Boys, a popular vigilante group, to carry out violence against his political opponents leading up to a competitive election in 2003 after a falling out with his former godfather. That the Bakassi Boys were not a popular reformist group but a vigilante group with mass support and broad legitimacy suggests that the argument may extend to other non-state actors with strong ties to local communities.\textsuperscript{197} In Kenya, Mungiki, part-grassroots movement, part gang, partnered with local politicians in carrying out election violence during the competitive 2002 and 2007 elections.\textsuperscript{198} Similarly, political parties in Pakistan have recruited student organizations to perpetrate election violence during competitive elections.\textsuperscript{199} These examples offer initial evidence that the argument made in this article extends beyond Nigeria to other non-state actors with broad support bases.

A second question to emerge from the article is: Under what conditions do reformist group leaders, and non-state actors more broadly, agree or refuse to carry out election violence for political elites? The IYC and Boko Haram cases suggest a few hypotheses. One is that internal leadership struggles may moti-
vate group leaders to ally with elites and carry out election violence for them, in exchange for money, weapons, and other resources, to defeat their rivals. By 2001, the IYC had factionalized into two camps, one camp headed by then Vice President Asari and the other by President Felix Tuodolo.200 The case evidence suggests that Asari allied with the governor to access money and weapons to oust Tuodolo and take over the IYC. The Boko Haram case points to a second potential explanation. Groups with limited resources have greater incentives to partner with elites.201 In his work on civil war, William Reno notes that reformist rebels “end up trying to gain as much utility from the existing political society as possible, even when members hold personal ideological convictions and critiques that contradict such accommodations.”202

Third, the article points to the need for more research on public opinion on election violence. Recent studies show that voters withdraw support for politicians rumored to engage in election violence and that politicians recruit nonstate actors to reduce reputational costs.203 Yet, it is unclear whether these findings extend to other perpetrators of election violence. Voters did not seem to punish reformist group leaders for preelection violence in the cases here. Asari maintained his “folk hero” status after the 2003 election, and Yusuf’s popularity and following only continued to grow after he partnered with Sheriff in 2003.204 Questions about public opinion on election violence—how voters differentiate among various perpetrators, targets, and forms of election violence—and how this shapes the strategies of different actors is another important avenue for future research.

Preventing election violence is an urgent task for the policy community.205 In terms of policy implications, the findings in this article point to the importance of managing intraparty conflict for advancing peace and democracy.

202. Ibid., p. 839.
While more countries than ever hold multiparty elections, about a quarter of these are marred by violence, often with devastating consequences. Beyond the loss of human life, election violence erodes democratic legitimacy, lowers turnout, undermines representative government, limits access to essential services, increases support for violence within the population, and can trigger civil war. Many democracy-building programs and interventions have focused on managing interparty competition. While this attention is not misplaced, especially in countries with a viable opposition, these recommendations make less sense where intraparty competition in the ruling party drives a fair amount of election violence. The findings suggest the need to devote greater attention to peacefully managing intraparty dynamics, such as nomination processes, primary elections, and internal procedures that determine who holds party leadership positions.

Finally, the findings illustrate that election violence can be a dress rehearsal for civil war. In the cases studied here, elite recruitment altered the trajectory of popular reformist groups by empowering militant leaders, supplying them with weapons to pursue their cause, and attracting members willing to use violence while alienating those committed to nonviolence. Following the 2003 elections in Rivers State, former IYC leader Asari Dokubo founded the Niger Delta People’s Volunteer Force and declared war on the federal government in September 2004, marking the beginning of a five-year insurgency. In July 2009, Boko Haram launched a violent uprising in northeastern Nigeria, which

was met with a brutal military crackdown that resulted in 800–1,000 deaths, including that of its leader, Mohammed Yusuf.\textsuperscript{215} Boko Haram went underground and reemerged in 2011 as a violent insurgency that continues today. That both insurgencies began as nonviolent reformist groups that were later recruited by political elites for electoral advantage powerfully demonstrates the downstream consequences of election violence and the importance of pursuing questions about the joint production of election violence by elites and nonstate actors.